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Smartphones and tablets have become a fundamental  
part of our everyday lives. They make daily tasks far more  
convenient. Once time-consuming jobs can often be resolved 
with a few taps of the finger. 

With the HighJump™ Supply Chain Advantage inMotion mo-
bile application, you can now empower your warehouse as-
sociates with those same devices in the distribution center. 
HighJump Supply Chain Advantage inMotion is a scalable 
application that enables any smartphone or tablet with the 
capabilities of an RF scanner. 

MODERN, EASY-TO-USE INTERFACE
The HighJump SCA inMotion application is delivered via a 
clean, visually-appealing user interface. It’s designed from 
the ground up to be delivered on touchscreen mobile devic-
es, making for a seamless, intuitive user experience. 

The mobile application’s familiar look and feel make it easier to onboard employees, resulting 
in operational savings. Not only will it take your workforce less time to operate at full capacity, 
but employees can be more productive than ever before because they are already comfortable 
using these devices. 

KEY BENEFITS 

�� Turns familiar consumer 
mobile devices into modern RF 
scanners
�� Compatible with iOS, Android, 
Windows 10 devices
�� Intuitive user experience 
designed for touchscreen
�� Compatible with connected and 
integrated scanners
�� Included with HighJump™ 
Supply Chain Advantage 
applications 



THE HIGHJUMP TEAM IS HERE TO HELP! 
If you have any questions regarding HighJump or how our products can improve 
your business, our passionate team is here for you. 

Call us today at 800.328.3271. or email info@highjump.com

www.highjump.com

ABOUT HIGHJUMP
In almost every industry, buyers are becoming 
more fickle, and more demanding. For logistics 
executives, effectively meeting buyer needs 
has become a relentless quest for speed and 
agility. Traditional supply chain solutions – siloed, 
complex, and hard-to-implement – no longer 
suffice, as competitors find ways to deliver goods 
faster and more profitably.
 
In today’s “now” economy, HighJump helps you 
stay agile, with adaptable, connected solutions 
that harness the power of your trading partner 
community. From the warehouse to the storefront, 
from the desktop to the driver’s cab, we can 
help you achieve new levels of supply chain 
responsiveness, performance, and profitability. 
 
HighJump’s suite of warehouse management, 
business integration, transportation management, 
and retail/DSD solutions form a complete, 
powerful, and adaptable platform that allows 
you to drive growth, customer satisfaction, and 
revenue. HighJump: supply chain accelerated.
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EXTENSION OF YOUR WMS
HighJump SCA inMotion directs workflows 
with your HighJump warehouse management 
system (WMS) acting as the central nervous 
system of your operation. Any changes to 
the business processes within HighJump™ 
Supply Chain Advantage will be reflected 
in the mobile app’s task direction. 

The HighJump SCA inMotion mobile app 
is included with all of the HighJump Supply 
Chain Advantage solutions, such as 
HighJump™ Warehouse Advantage or 
HighJump™ Retail Advantage. It’s just 
another way HighJump capitalizes on the 
latest technology to help your company 
stay agile and competitive.

COMPLETE VERSATILITY
The beauty of a smartphone is that it’s a 
powerful device with far-reaching capabilities. 
It can place a call, access the internet, 
provide visibility to people, processes and 
inventory across the warehouse, execute 
RF transactions and more. That functionality 
can help you improve customer service. 
For example, if an order is being fulfilled in-
store but the requested product is out-of-
stock, the associate can call the customer 
to see if there’s a satisfactory substitution. 
If the client agrees to an alternative, it prevents 
a lost sale. 

HighJump SCA inMotion is also compatible 
with connected scanners for consumer 
devices or integrated scanners for commercial 
devices. It can be paired with hands-free 

scanners that make directed put-away, 
picking and shipping processes much 
more efficient. These are major process 
and people improvements that could have 
a lasting positive impact on the bottom 
line. 

RUNS ON ALL MOBILE DEVICES
HighJump SCA inMotion can operate on 
iOS, Android and Windows 10 mobile 
operating systems with the scalability to 
run on every consumer-grade device – from 
a smartphone to a tablet. This provides 
businesses with the flexibility to run directed 
RF work activities on ruggedized mobile 
devices or have associates use their personal 
smartphones in the warehouse, a.k.a. BYOD 
(Bring Your Own Device). It’s yet another 
way to cut costs. 

The application can also run on commercial- 
grade mobile devices. If your business 
has already invested in commercial-grade 
smartphones or tablets from the likes of 
Panasonic or Honeywell, HighJump SCA 
inMotion will continue to help you meet 
strategic business goals. 

EXTENDED CAPABILITIES
HighJump SCA inMotion will soon offer 
these valuable features:
�� Display pictures of products and 
locations to ensure pickers always pull 
the right product off the shelf and find it 
as quickly as possible. 
�� Toggle to a WMS browser session to 
display supporting documents or play 
videos that could provide instructions 
on the best way to execute a certain 
warehouse process (e.g., quality audits).
�� Toggle to the HighJump™ Inspection 
app to collect quality-related data and 
capture digital images when necessary 
(for example, a picture showing damage 
to inbound product).  
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